
TODAY’S WEATHER

Amsterdam 8 f
Athens 21 f
Auckland 19 s
Bangkok 39 s
Barcelona 15 s
Beijing 14 s
Belgrade 12 r
Berlin 9 f
Bogota 20 dr
Boston 12 f
Brussels 10 s
Budapest 9 c
B Aires 22 s
Cairo 36 s
Calgary -3 sn
Cape Town 20 c
Caracas 32 s
Casablanca 17 s
Chicago 15 f
Dubai 26 sh
Dublin 8 c
Geneva 10 f

Gibraltar 18 s
Guatemala 28 s
Helsinki 1 sn
Hong Kong 19 f
Istanbul 18 sh
Jersey 8 c
Jo’burg 25 s
La Paz 14 f
Lagos 33 f
Lima 24 f
Lisbon 16 f
London 10 f
Los Angeles 22 s
Madrid 13 f
Mexico City 27 f
Miami 26 c
Moscow 4 c
Nairobi 26 r
New Delhi 36 s
New Orleans23 c
New York 13 f
Oslo 6 s

Panama 32 f
Paris 10 f
Prague 5 c
Rio de Jan. 28 f
Rome 19 s
S Francisco 16 c
Santiago 27 s
Seoul 9 s
Seychelles 32 f
Singapore 32 th
Stockholm 5 sn
Sydney 22 s
Tel Aviv 34 s
Tenerife 21 c
Tokyo 21 s
Toronto 13 r
Trinidad 32 f
Tunis 18 c
Venice 14 f
Vienna 7 c
Warsaw 4 s
Washington 19 f

AROUND THEWORLD

Key: c=cloud, dr=drizzle, ds=dust storm, f=fair, fg=fog, g=gales, h=hail, m=mist,
r=rain, sh=showers, sl=sleet, sn=snow, s=sun, th=thunder, w=windy

SUN/LIGHTS/MOON

rises sets/on off rises sets
Aberdeen 06:21 20:02 06:18 05:05 16:51
Belfast 06:40 20:12 06:38 05:17 17:07
Birmingham 06:27 19:52 06:25 04:59 16:51
Bristol 06:32 19:53 06:29 05:01 16:55
Cardiff 06:34 19:56 06:32 05:03 16:57
Cork 06:55 20:18 06:52 05:25 17:19
Dublin 06:43 20:11 06:41 05:17 17:09
Glasgow 06:31 20:07 06:29 05:11 17:00
London 06:22 19:44 06:20 04:51 16:44
Manchester 06:27 19:55 06:25 05:01 16:52
Newcastle 06:22 19:55 06:20 05:00 16:49
Norwich 06:14 19:40 06:12 04:46 16:38
Plymouth 06:39 19:58 06:37 05:06 17:01

EUROPE

n After a fine start across Iberia, patchy rain will spread in from the northwest, bringing some
hill snow. However, many central and eastern parts of Iberia will be dry and fine

n After a fine start in France, patchy rain will edge in from the Bay of Biscay later in the day

n Aside from a few wintry showers in Alpine regions, many parts of the Low Countries,
Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Italy will have a dry day with sunny spells

n Unsettled in the Balkans and Greece, with widespread heavy and thundery showers, these
spreading into Turkey later. Dry and sunny for Cyprus

n There will be patchy snow across Scandinavia, but with southernmost parts remaining
generally dry and sunny

THE SKY AT NIGHT

Moon
phase

10

THEWEEK AHEAD

Monday Showery rain for
most places. Turning less
cold in the south. Max 9C

TuesdayWet across central
and southern England. Drier
elsewhere. Max 10C

WednesdayMostly cloudy
and damp, butwith rain in
northern England.Max 12C

ThursdayGenerally
unsettled, with outbreaks of
rain. Briskwinds. Max 12C

FridayMore showery
outbreaks, these heaviest in
western areas. Max 13C

SaturdayOvercast, with rain
pushing in from thewest.
Driest in the east. Max 14C

Key: L, U: Snow depth (cm) on lower and upper slopes; Off P: Off Piste Resort:
Runs to resort; OC; 8am temperature; Snow: date of last snowfall.
Resorts supplied by the Ski Club of Great Britain www.skiclub.co.uk

THE SKI SCENE

Resort L U Piste OffPiste Resort Weather C Snow
Aspen 86 165 Excellent Varied Soft Sun/cloud 4 04/04
Avoriaz 290 330 Spring snow Spring snow Spring snow Cloud 0 31/03
Cervinia 35 320 Excellent Tracked Good Cloud -4 30/03
Cortina 35 180 Excellent Tracked Good Cloud 0 24/03
Courchevel 156 237 Excellent Varied Good Cloud -1 02/04
Davos 62 172 Excellent Varied Soft Cloud -3 26/03
Kitzbuhel 55 165 Good Varied Spring snow Cloud 2 31/03
La Plagne 180 295 Packed Limited Soft Cloud -2 31/03
Les Arcs 120 280 Worn Crud Heavy Cloud -3 31/03
Mayrhofen 0 110 Good Varied Soft Cloud 3 31/03
Meribel 100 235 Hard Fresh Spring snow Light snow -2 05/04
Soldeu 120 200 Excellent Powder Good Sun/cloud -4 05/04
Tignes 148 310 Good Crust Good Cloud -4 03/04
Vail 112 112 Excellent Varied Soft Cloud 3 04/04
Val d’Isere 143 311 Good Varied Good Cloud -5 03/04
Val Thorens 160 360 Hard Crud Spring snow Sun/cloud -6 05/04
Verbier 75 285 Excellent Windblown Spring snow Cloud -4 30/03
Wengen 30 140 Excellent Varied Packed Cloud 1 31/03
Whistler 228 228 Spring snow Heavy Wet Cloud 2 21/03
Zermatt 27 270 Excellent Tracked Good Cloud -5 30/03
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Temperatures across Ireland are still below average for the time of year It will be a dry
and fairly cool day in the north, remaining overcast throughout. Further south, it will also
be cloudy as outbreaks of rain and drizzle begin to spread northwards. Drizzle and rain
will linger in the far south during the evening, but it will be dry elsewhere. Therewill be
gentle southeasterly winds, but thesewill strengthen tomoderate across the far south,
making it feel rather chilly as the rainmoves in

Irish forecast

IRELAND
LASTWEEK

Warmest by day
Belmullet, Co Mayo
(Tuesday) 11C
Coldest by night
Castlederg, Co Tyrone
(Wednesday) -6C
Wettest
Sherkin Island, Co Cork
(Sunday) 27mm
Sunniest
Magilligan, Co Londonderry
(Thursday) 12.1hrs
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Republic of Ireland
Itwill be overcast throughout, with outbreaks of rain and drizzle
moving into southern areas. Light tomoderate southeasterly
winds.Max6C to 8C. Tonight, patchy rain.Min 1C to 4C

Northern Ireland
Dry but cloudy, with the chance of a few patches of fog initially.
Feelingmilder compared to recent days. Gentle southeasterly winds.
Max6C to 8C. Tonight, cloudy and dry.Min 1C to 4C

London, SEEngland
Fine,with spells of sunshine. Feeling less chilly than of late. Breezy.
Max7C to 10C. Tonight, cloud thickening.Min 2C to 5C

Channel Is, SWandCent SEngland
Dull, with patchy rain and drizzle spreading northwards.Winds
strengthening.Max6C to 9C. Tonight, patchy rain.Min 1C to 4C

NWales, NWEngland, Isle ofMan
A few bright spells, but cloudwill thicken.Winds strengthening.
Max7C to 10C. Tonight, cloudy, but dry.Min 0C to 3C

CentN andNEEngland
Any brightness fading, then dry and somewhat dull.
Therewill be light and variablewinds.Max7C to 10C.
Tonight, dry, but cloudy.Min 0C to 3C

Scotland
Some blue skies, but cloudwill then increase, with
rain and snowmoving in.Max6C to 9C. Tonight,
patchy snowor sleet.Min -2C to 1C

Regional forecasts

No doubt Brenda Power has
received some scathing
criticism over her piece “Gay
lobby bullies may have finally
met theirmatch” (Comment,
last week). As a gay lady I
wanted to say it matters not
whether I (or anyone else)
agrees with Power but only
that she has the freedom
to say it.
Allowing people to express

their feelings about gay
marriagewithout fear of attack
is an important part of the
process of education. I think
what is needed is a sort of
ignorance amnesty, where no
question is considered stupid
or insulting. Let everyone get
all their misgivings off their
chest and see how things stand

when those questions have
been answered.
Mind you, Power is right

about the gay “bullies”. It’s like
being back in school
sometimes.
AnneMaguire
by email

A bum rap
I have never met a hairy biker
man (straight or gay) who
wears leather trousers with
the bottom cut out of them,
so please tell Power to give it a
rest with the sartorial bashing
ofmen. Also, people are
perfectly entitled to dislike
her comments, be they
misogynists or not.
Raphael McCarron
Ballymoneen Road, Galway

To hell in a ship
Regarding the Irish sent to the
Caribbean to work as slaves by
Cromwell (“DNA test plan to
determine Irish slave link”,
News, last week), you quote
DrMaurice Gleeson, who is
researching the subject, as
saying he could find no
records about them. There is a
detailed book by the late Seán
O’Callaghan, entitled To Hell
Or Barbados, which is full of
horror stories about the abuse
suffered by those people.
Paddy O’Brien
Balbriggan, Co Dublin

Lessons for the NUT
Thank you for two excellent
News Review interviews last
week: Camilla Longwith
Christine Blower (“It’ll bemore

than the naughty step next
time,Mr Gove”) and Sian
Griffiths with Daisy
Christodoulou on her book
SevenMyths About Education
(“Data underload”). It is evident
that the National Union Of
Teachers’ criticism of British
education secretaryMichael
Gove’s proposals appears to
stem from the “ideological
prejudices” stated by
Christodoulou. Having been
raised on a council estate, I am
forever indebted tomy parents
for encouragingmy education.
I suspect the public recognise
the need for improved
standards in education.
AlexMurray
Grantown-on-Spey

Mammonmia
In respect of seat price increases
to see theWest Endmusical
The Book ofMormon (“Mormon

musicalmania pushes ticket
price to £300 (¤353)”, News
Online, last week) having now
reached biblical proportions,
might I suggest it may soon be
cheaper to fly to Salt Lake City.
Stephen Vishnick
London N20

History repeating
On Saturdaywe saw Les
Misérables, then last Sunday
your “Picture story of the
week” (News Review) featuring
Ahmed in Syria. So 150 years
after Victor Hugo wrote the
novel, we still have eight-year-
olds sheltering at barricades,
suffering fear, pain and
probable death in a conflict
with fellow countrymen.
Trevor Morris
Ludlow, Shropshire

Short shrift
When I settled down to read
Junot Diaz’s winning entry in

The Sunday Times EFG Private
Bank Short Story Award, I had
no expectation of being utterly
unable tomake sense of it
(“Prizes, pizzazz and sneak
previews”, Culture, last week).
It seems tome a pastiche of
Philip Roth and John Updike.
In short, I found it vulgar. In
search of an antidote, I got
downmy copy of Chekhov’s
My Life and Other Stories. A
little re-reading soon restored
me.
DanO’Connell
Montenotte, Cork

WINTER has finally closed its fist, to
paraphrase SeamusHeaney. The
springtime snow is thawing in the
mountains, and dull skies have receded
to allow sunlight-parched skin to
experiencewarmth for the first time
inweeks.
Yet harbingers of spring in the

natural world are still few and far
between. After the coldest March on
record, the slow release of winter’s grip
has taken a toll on everything from
flower buds to bird-migration patterns.
Precious few hedgehogs are waking up
from hibernation, or bumblebees
seeking out flowers. Phenologists, who
study the timing of biological events,
say the disruption of spring has delayed
the schedules of insects, flowers and
birds by up to five weeks.
The relentless freeze has caused

householders to fret about impending
heating bills, and farmers to worry about
newborn lambs, but wildlife is also
struggling to recover. Last week
Birdtrack, an onlinemonitoring system
operated by Birdwatch Ireland and the
British Trust for Ornithology (BTO),
reported a delay in springmigrants,
including the swallow and sandmartin.
Early arrivals to these shores can die

during cold weather because there are too
few flying insects to feed on, according
to Niall Hatch of Birdwatch Ireland.
“The swallows have been staying in
southern France and early arrivalsmay
well have perished because of cold
weather,” he said.
Swallows are still feeling the effects of

last year’s wet summer, according to
Hatch, who expects fewer tomigrate to
Ireland because they did not have
enough food last summer to keep alive.
Ornithologists are learning about

wheremigratory birds spend the winter
andwhich routes they take to Europe
fromAfrica by fitting somewith
satellite-tracking devices. In 2011, the
BTO tagged cuckoos with solar-powered
devices, and Birdwatch Ireland now
wants to deploy them on housemartins.

THERE is nothing new in
suggesting Shakespeare was a
ruthless skinflint who hoarded
his wealth, dodged his taxes,
left only his second-best bed to
his wife, and gave nothing to
the poor (“Bard of Avonwas
tax dodger”, News, last week).
Heretics have been saying it

for years, and have beenmet
with the tiresome accusation
of snobbery when in truth they
aremerely being realistic.
As the American essayist

and poet Emersonwrote, it is
impossible tomarry theman

to the verse. The works display
a nobility of mind that
William Shakespeare simply
didn’t possess.
Isaac Asimov once said that,

properly read, the Bible is the
most potent force for atheism
ever conceived. Similarly, the
Bard’s works are the best
evidence that the “divine”
William didn’t write them.
BrianMcClinton
Lisburn, Northern Ireland

Tohoard ornot to hoard
Most of Shakespeare’s wealthy

contemporaries in Stratford
speculated in the illegal
hoarding of grain, including
magistrates such as Sir
Thomas Lucy, later satirised as
Justice Shallow.
Shakespeare’s father John

had also engaged in illegal
trading and feared arrest for
debt. Shakespeare reversed his
father’s economic humiliation
and restored family fortunes.
Peter Razzell, D Phil (Oxon)
Author: William Shakespeare:
the Anatomy of an Enigma
London, N2

LETTERS

LookW at 21:20 tonight for the prominent planet Jupiter 6˚
above the starAldebaran, the red giant eye of Taurus the
Bull.Capella, inAuriga the Charioteer, stands high in the
W, above and to the left ofPerseus. To the right of Perseus
is theW-formation stars ofCassiopeiawhose brightest
star,Schedar, is to the lower-left. Comet Pan-Starrs,
receding after its first and only encounter with the Sun, is
visible through binoculars 12˚ below and slightly left of
Schedar this evening, with its dusty tail slanting away up and to the right. By
next Saturday, as the slender crescent earthlitMoon appears low in theW,
the comet has moved to lie 7˚ below Schedar. Saturn, slightly yellowish,
non-twinkling and the brightest object low in the SE at midnight, lies in Libra
16˚ to the left ofSpica in Virgo. Alan Pickup

BJORN LOMBORG’S article on
climate change (“The joy of
global warming”, News
Review, last week) contained
several assertionsmany
scientists disagree with.
Lomborg states that “global
warming is a problem for the
future but a benefit for now”.
Not true, given the persistent
drought inmany regions of
Africa, Australia, America and
Russia in recent years.
He relies on a particular set of

cost-benefitmodels to evaluate
the long-term effects of future
warming. These underestimate
the problemas they take no
account of accelerating feedback
effects, such as increased heat
absorption due to icemelt or the
release of frozenmethane gas.
Lomborg’s policy arguments

are also questionable. Because
efforts to reduce carbon
emissions have had little
impact, he believes they
should be abandoned.Many
economists say instead we
need to rethink how to
implement cuts. He suggests
that cuts in theWest are
pointless because emissions
will soon be dominated by
China and India. Most
policymakers feel theWest
should develop the technology
to allow the poorer nations to
reduce emissions cheaply.
Lomborg is right that the

development of cheap,
renewable energy is our best
hope.Most economists argue
this is best achieved by putting
a price on carbon emissions,
providing a clearmarket signal
and an incentive for private
actors to invest in research and
development.
Dr Cormac O’Raifeartaigh
Lecturer in Physics, Waterford
Institute of Technology

More trees please
Lomborg gets close to the truth
when he says “renewables
cannot deliver a steady supply
of power”. The fact is that
connecting renewables to the
grid results in a duplicate
power systemwhereby
intermittent renewables run
alongside reliable fossil-fuel
power. This results in zero CO2

reductions, higher energy
costs, and the same reliance on
fossil-fuel imports as before.
If we want to be

green-conscious, then instead

of levelling forests tomake
way for renewables, we should
be plantingmore trees to
absorb CO2 emissions.
OwenMartin
Drumcondra, Dublin 9

It’s only hypothetical
A questionmust be raised
about Lomborg’s central belief
concerning the reality of
man-made global warming—
this remains a computer-
modelled hypothesis.

It takes a particular kind of
genius to force up energy prices
as temperatures plummet by
abandoning any policy that
favours grown-up power
stations at the expense of costly
renewable systems that don’t
work if the sun stops shining or
the wind stops blowing.
Successive governments have
effortlessly accomplished this.
Tony Brown
Shaldon, Devon

Poor reasoning
Lomborg fails tomention that
the proposed huge subsidies
for nuclear power and fracking
could be spent on
super-insulation of housing
stock, whichwould create
jobs, stimulate the economy,
lift people out of fuel poverty
and reduce carbon emissions.
He also says that every ton

of CO2will cost the world
economy a few dollars, but
fails tomention that climate
changewill affect the world’s
poormuchmore savagely than
the world’s rich. The human
misery this will cause cannot
be quantified in dollars a ton.
Paul Bazely
Brighton

Heated debate
You note the “plateauing of
temperature during the past
decade” and conclude that it
offers hope that warming over
the 21st century will be less
pronounced than feared (“Look
before you leap over climate
change”, Online, last week).
In fact, this hiatus is down

to heat from the atmosphere
being absorbed by the oceans.
When they reach capacity the
atmosphere will start to warm
again, with extra heat coming
from the nowhotter seas. Your
optimism ismisplaced.
Steuart Campbell
Edinburgh

THE Labour party no longer
adheres to the idealism of the
Irish hero James Connolly who
was a defender of the working
family (“Labour needs to keep
calm and carry on”, Editorial,
last week).
After it incorporated the

Workers’ party, Labour began
to represent themore yuppie
sections of society and lost
touchwith the grassroots.
It is now giving preference

to double-income families and
subsidising creches, instead of
to the unemployed or single-
income families struggling to
put food on their table.
MarionMurphy
Sallins, Co Kildare

Party charades
Perhaps Labour will address
the issue of the government
hiding behind so-called

constitutional restraints,
whichMichael Clifford refers
to (“Bewley’s breaks through
constitutional shield”,
Comment, last week).
These restraints seem to

benefit the elite of this
republic, and are being used to
great effect tomaintain the
status quo. Do politicians
really think this charade of
hiding behind the constitution
goes unnoticed?
Labour needs to have a hard

look at what really affects the
people, and how the ruling
class uses the constitution to
protect its interests.
Joe O’Donoghue
Blackrock, Cork

Grave errors
On every occasion Eamon
Gilmore takes questions from
Mary LouMcDonald of Sinn

Fein, he invariably reminds
that party of its past. I believe
Sinn Fein acknowledges its
past, and is fulfilling its role in
the Dail capably by taking the
government to task on broken
promises and an inability to
govern for all the people.
Gilmore and Labour should

remind themselves of their
own party’s past. James
Connolly and Jim Larkin
would not condone the
imposition of property taxes
akin to the landlord rents of
the 19th century.
To take this parallel further,

Labour and Fine Gael have
taken on themantle of the RIC
as they assist bankers and
landlords at the expense of
strugglingmortgage holders.
Larkin and Connolly would

be spinning in their graves as
Labour cut unemployment and
child benefit, and allowances
for the disabled. Such cuts are
more associated with the
British Tory party.
Joe Harvey
Co Donegal

Letters should arrive by
midday Thursday and
include the full address and a
daytime and an evening
telephone number. Please
quote date, section and page
number.Wemay edit letters,
whichmust be exclusive to
The Sunday Times

Labour’s yuppie love is
a betrayal of its roots

Let’s hear gay misgivings

Springing into life

Send your letters to:
4th floor, Bishop’s Square,
Redmond’s Hill, Dublin 2

email ireland@sunday-times.ie
Fax 01 479 2421

n Given the time of year, we shouldn’t be
surprised that conditions in theAlps are
see-sawing at themoment. Last week started
in exceptional form— thanks to fresh snow,
cool temperatures and sunny weather. But it
had turned mild andmurky by Thursday, and
the snow on all but the highest slopes was
either sugary, or hard-packed.
n Temperatures have dropped again, and the
wind has swung round from south to north.
n Yesterday saw a dusting of fresh snow in
the southwest, and there should bemore
snow in the eastern and central Alps today,
although not in significant quantities. Skiers
should expect to findmore hard-packed snow,
because a lot of the slush created by the
mid-week thaw has refrozen.
n Some sunshine is expected today and

tomorrow, especially in thewest, before
another weather front moves in.
n The consensus is that it’s been a long
winter in the Alps: short of sunshine, perhaps,
but distinguished by some exceptional days in
December, February and March.
n As a result, settled snow depths up high are
still very good for the time of year. In Val
Thorens, France, there’s up to 360cm
packed on the pistes.Cervinia in Italy has up
to 320cm andObergurgl inAustria 182cm.
n Across theAtlantic, a spell of spring-like
weather is drawing to a (temporary) close in
the resorts of thewestern US and Canada.
Temperatures are set to drop, and some
resorts in theColorado Rockies are
expecting heavy snow.

SeanNewsom

POINTS

Critics doubt the Bard was the genius portrayed by Joseph Fiennes in Shakespeare in Love

Tax dodger, yes, but not a noble bard

There are no benefits
from global warming
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